
As the days lengthen and the weather starts to warm a little, we all start to think about dusting off the 

fishing equipment in readiness for the start of the new fishing season.   
 
For me, my fishing rod has been acting as a fitting piece of wall art during the close season (at least I think 

it is, I’m not sure my wife agrees), so as I look at it, I realise its finally time to take it down and get to 

work.  Give the rod a clean, check the guides, the reel, maybe introduce a new fly-line and change the 

leaders.  Then its time to organise the fly-jacket, scissors, floatant, glasses, priest, and of course the fly-

box.  Have you got your supply of trusty flies, the early season ones that have worked for you over many 

years, I like to ensure that I have a couple of nice looking Hawthorne’s, Olives and Sedges available, and as a special treat I 

always like to purchase a few new flies for the start of the season.  Finally, don’t forget to renew your fishing license.  If you 

are anything like me, the preparation gets me excited in anticipation for the season ahead.  I hope you are all prepared, and 

that you have a fantastic season. 
 

I also wanted to let you know that I have decided to stand down as Hon. Fishery Manager after 5 years in the role.  It has 

been an extremely difficult decision but with an ever increasing workload, I felt unable to continue in the role for the time 

being, and that it was time for change.  Peter Sharland will be taking over from me and I will be acting as his deputy – two 

Peter’s are better than one!  I am committed to supporting Peter in his new role, (he lives on the High Street so is a local 

man), and am always happy to hear from our fishermen if there is anything you wish to discuss.  As you know I have been 

responsible for the production of this booklet and the Newsletters, and I will continue to do these for Peter, so any 

suggestions from you are very welcome, and as always I look forward to seeing you on the river and introducing you to 

Peter Sharland.  
  

Peter Joseph, Editor 
  

 

 Lower Meadow 
Please note that the bank at the bottom end of Lower Meadow has been 

rebuilt over winter.  The ground should be firm, but please be cautious as it 

is uneven in places underfoot, more details can be found on the work that 

was undertaken on page 4. 
 

 Access to the Draughts 
As most of you will know Eddington lake has been restored, and our usual 

access path has been unavailable for the last 2 seasons.  From 2016, you 

should revert to using the path on the south side of the lake as per the rules.  
 

 Rod Contributions 
For the first time in the newsletter, we have an article written by one of our 

Rods, “Polaroids” on page 3, thank you, I would like to see more of this and 

welcome any other contributions. 
 

 

 

Getting Prepared  
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Special Announcements for 2016 



Many of you will be familiar with the sight of ARK’s team of riverfly monitors checking the 

ecological health of the river by counting Mayfly Larvae, Freshwater Shrimp, Cadis fly and 

other indicator species. This year ARK are adding phosphate and nitrate sampling to our 

programme of assessing the river’s health.  

 

Although our rivers look clean their clear waters can still hide a big problem – phosphate.  This colourless chemical 

may not been seen, but when there is too much it can spell disaster for our 

rivers and their wildlife. 

 

Our early water quality test results are showing high levels of Nitrate and 

Phosphate, despite improvements to sewage treatment works and farms. Both 

these nutrients drive algal growth, which upsets the ecological balance of the 

river. 

 

Phosphate is a plant nutrient, useful on land as a component of fertilisers, but in 

our waterways it allows nutrient-hungry algae to out-compete the natural 

aquatic plants like stream water crowfoot, starwort and watercress. It alters 

plant communities, affecting the creatures that should live there, and in severe 

cases causes algal blooms which use up oxygen and ‘suffocate’ aquatic insects and fish. 
 
Those who observe the Kennet will have seen two distinct sorts of algae:  a very bright 

green stringy alga that grows prolifically in spring and out-competes good oxygenating 

water plants like starwort and ranunculus, and another brown coloured alga that grows 

on top of the green plants and smothers the whole river bed, preventing any plant 

growth. 

 

Stopping phosphate pollution isn’t easy, because phosphate isn’t just in fertiliser, in fact 

runoff from farmland contributes only around a quarter, and farmers have been 

working hard with support from Catchment Sensitive Farming Advisors from ARK and Natural England to reduce 

the loss of fertilisers and soils from their land.  The remainder comes from waste water generated by our 

homes and businesses.   

 

There have been significant improvements in waste water treatment standards, but phosphate can’t easily be 

removed at all water treatment works.  Along the Kennet, many of the larger sewage treatment works do have 

phosphate stripping technology to reduce the amount of phosphate in effluent, but the village works don’t have 

this benefit.   What is more, private systems like septic tanks can’t remove phosphate at all, so they 

discharge phosphate-rich effluent directly into the environment. 

 

However every householder can easily help to make a difference - phosphates used in domestic cleaning 

products account for nearly a fifth of the phosphate in our waste water.  So some selective shopping can 

prevent this chemical being discharged into our rivers. 

 

Many cleaning products have a high phosphate content, despite changes in 

legislation to reduce levels in laundry detergent.  Dishwasher detergents are a 

particular culprit with some containing over a third by weight, but low-

phosphate alternatives are available – aim for those containing 5% or less. 

 
Some manufacturers don’t use phosphate at all – so switching to brands like 

Ecover, Planet Clean or Faith in Nature can protect our local rivers from this 

damaging and rather unnecessary pollutant. 

 

A clean house doesn’t have to mean a dirty river. Thoughtful shopping can make a 

difference, to this complex problem. Each of us, working alongside good land 

management by farmers, good sewage treatment by water companies and good 

river management by riparian owners can make a improvement to our river 

environment.   

 

A clean house doesn’t have to mean a dirty river.  
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Catch and Release by Rob Starr 
This is often a somewhat divisive topic, with some anglers not believing that it 
should be practised, others not wishing to kill any trout, others taking various 
in-between standpoints such as “I only wish to kill rainbow”, “I return all fish 
under a certain size”, “I always return specimen fish” and “I return all wild 
fish”.  
 

I do not intend to dwell on the possible rights and wrongs, as different anglers 
gain enjoyment and satisfaction from different perspectives of the same sport.  
At Hungerford we ask that all wild brown trout should be returned to the water 
unharmed, so assuming this as the standpoint how can the safe return of 
these fish be best achieved. 

 
As indicated in Donald Macey’s ChalkStream Etiquette on page 11 of the fishery booklet, you should always “Decide 
whether the fish is a worthy quarry”. 
 
This is always the preferable thing to do, but not always the most practical. Some fish may be rising where the light is poor 
or late in the evening when there is insufficient light or indeed ones eyesight may not be quite as good as it was, meaning 
that fish which you would prefer not to catch or need to return are caught. But what is clear is that repetitively casting across 
shallow areas where many small fish live would be considered poor form.  
 

Best Practice for returning a fish 
 

 If fishing with the intention of returning fish then barbless hooks or hooks with barbs squashed down should be used. 

 Fish to be returned should be played in as quickly as possible.  

 Fish should not be removed from the water if possible. 

 If removed from the water fish should be kept lying on the wet net whilst the hook is removed. 

 Fish should be returned to the water A.S.A.P preferably where there is a reasonable current and no silt. 

 

If a fish has been deeply hooked so that it is bleeding or has had to be handled for any length of time it is kinder to kill the 
fish, as these fish will often develop bacterial infections which lead to a very slow death often taking several weeks. The 
speedy return of the fish to the water is much more important when the air and water temperatures are at their highest in the 
summer. Letting a fish bounce around on dry grass in midsummer before being returned should be avoided at all cost.  
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  Polaroids - A Rod’s View 

At the start of every season it takes me a couple of visits to get my eye back in when trying to 
spot the less obvious fish. One's confidence regained, it is then dashed by Rob trying to show 
you a blindingly obvious large fish, of which there is no sign whatsoever. It transpires that all 
he can see is the end of its tail poking out from underneath some deep weed. After a few 
weeks one's previous skills have been recovered and the river is once again bristling with fish.  
 
I am sure that I can't be alone in inviting a chum down to fish, who hasn't fished the dry fly for 
years but does claim to have all the necessary equipment. When they appear, more often 
than not, they are armed with an old, but rather beautiful, split cane rod, some tippet that is 

rotten and a box of flies with rather rusty hooks. The floatant has of course gone hard in the bottle and to cap it all they 
have forgotten their polaroids, which turn out to be polaroid clip-ons that they would have attached to their spectacles. I 
always arm myself with a spare rod, reel, nylon, flies and net but until now I have not had a spare pair of polaroids largely 
because most of my chums need long distance glasses and the dreaded clip-ons really don't work very well as they let far 
too much light into the side.  
 
Having supplied the missing bits and pieces, off we set up the river. I take great pleasure in pointing out fish as we go but 
more often than not the combination of their inexperienced eye and second rate polaroids result in it becoming clear all 
too quickly that the guest can see little or nothing. The only exception being if it is a brilliantly sunny day when the fish 
having fun watching you until they slink off into the weed.  

 
Last week my wife  lost her spectacles and I found myself heading to a discount manufacturing optician that was previous-
ly unknown to me,  Buyspecs Direct in Thatcham to replace them. The small family firm have branches dotted over the  
South. While the replacement glasses where being chosen, I found myself inspecting a pair of polaroid “over glasses” that 
sat comfortably outside my own spectacles. They had side wings to stop the glare and effectively one size fits all.  At £35 
they seemed a snip and in future all my guests will have no excuse in not seeing fish! Incidentally the firm supplies  every 
style of wraparound glasses with prescription polaroid lenses, which start from around £100. 
We left the shop very happy as my wife had a new, extremely competitively priced replace-
ment pair of glasses and I will be able to give every single one of my guests a far more en-
joyable days fishing.   

Please send me any articles or letters you would be interested to share in future issues of this 

newsletter, please send including any pictures to peterj@hungerfordfishery.co.uk  
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As you all know the season for trout ends on the 30th of September, rods and lines are 
cleaned, flies sorted and all the gadgets which we enjoy through the summer months 
stored safely away until spring. However for some the onset of winter does not lessen 
the urge to fish, it just requires that the quarry species change. At Hungerford we do not 
generally allow coarse fishing but once a year we make an exception for a good friend of 
the fishery Mr Martin Salter ex governmental spokesman on angling and current press 
secretary for the Angling Trust. 
 
Martin always enjoys his winter day on the Kennet, he targets the large shoal of dace at 
lower Denford which always seem to oblige, eagerly taking his trotted caster. This year 
however his anticipation was somewhat heighted, as the week before his arrival I had 
briefly fished the area to try and establish where the dace were living. During this brief 

session I not only caught  dace and grayling but also managed to catch a specimen roach which took the scales to within half 
an ounce of the magical 2lb barrier. After photographing and  returning the roach I gave 
my rod to  Jimmy, our new Land Management and Fishery Assistant and within a few 
minutes he had also caught a roach of almost identical size.  
 
As per plan, Martin had a very special day, he caught many dace up to 12oz in weight and 
grayling to nearly 2lb, but the largest roach avoided him, his best fish weighed 1lb 9oz.The 
fact that he did not manage a 2lb roach he attributes to the disturbance of his swim whilst 
playing in a colossal brown trout of 7lbs 3oz.This trout was in perfect condition and some-
what of a surprise to me as I had not seen him before. He was returned safely and will 
undoubtedly be the fish of a lifetime for some lucky angler this season if he finds the may-
fly hatch too exciting.  

 

 Winter Fishing at Hungerford 

One of the major projects we have undertaken this year, has been around 120 metres of 

bank repair at the bottom end of the fishery at Lower Meadow.  For those of us who 

fish on Lower Meadow, we all know the massive improvement in fishing that has oc-

curred in recent years, however over the last couple of years we have seen a rapid dete-

rioration of the bank at the bottom end of the beat.  At the time of the last works there 

were extensive discussions with Natural England and the Environment Agency and the 

work was done to their recommendation by a firm of structural engineers.  And yet, 

here we were with a complete failure of the bank, you can see in the photo to the left 

that in certain areas the bank has completely eroded away leaving exposed posts, and unstable paths which posed a signifi-

cant risk to your safety whilst fishing. 

 
In light of this situation we sought new Environment Agency approval to 

tackle the problem ourselves, based on the design you see in the diagram 

to the right.   Hazel faggots were laid onto the river bed and back filled 

with “as dug” gravel. The faggots were secured in place using untreated 

chestnut stakes, driven to a secure depth in the bed and bank.  In addi-

tion, to increase stability of the front edge locally cut alder poles were 

dug into the bank parallel to the brushwood faggots and where necessary 

wire ties were used to connect the alder poles to the chestnut posts. 

 
The bank behind the faggots was re-built with 

locally sourced “as dug” gravel.  The aim of the new revetment was to closely follow the exist-

ing revetment with the top elevation of the revetment being approximately 150mm above the 

summer water level.  Once the work was completed the top soil has been levelled off, and 

seeded, and we anticipate a decent covering of grass by the middle of the season. 

 
These works are now complete thanks to the 

great efforts of Rob Starr, Jimmy Hill and Mar-

tin Kent, a former work experience student 

who came back to help.  

 
So the great news is, this area is now safer, 

and should provide great sport.  Saying that, 

please be careful if fishing here, the ground is 

stable but may be uneven for a little while. 

 

Lower Meadow Bank Revetment 
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At the Royal Agricultural University, Cirencester, 

third year undergraduates can choose two of the 

modules that count towards their degrees.  One 

such is Game and Deer Management, designed to 

teach students how to develop and manage a 

sporting enterprise, shooting, fishing or deer con-

trol.  As part of this course, students visit the 

stretch of the River Kennet owned by the Town and Manor of Hungerford to learn 

how to manage a chalk stream fishery.   

 
Earlier this year our students spent a pleas-

ant and informative afternoon walking along 

the river bank with river keeper Rob Star 

and Trustee Robert James.  Rob Starr the 

Water Keeper, runs the fishery with great 

skill and expertise, he is a natural communi-

cator, able to impart his knowledge to his 

student audience.  The well managed river 

and its tributaries have been much im-

proved over recent years with the help of 

grants from Natural England and the sup-

port of the Environment Agency, especially in the lower reaches of the fishery.  The 

students were given unique access to the whole of the fishery, and discussed many 

challenges including those associated with a new section of the River Dun recently 

acquired, Rob Starr was able to explain the work needed to bring it up to the level 

of the rest of the fishery.  The students heard of many examples of best practice 

techniques related to the management of a chalkstream river.  

 
As a lecturer, it is always interesting to note that however much students can be 

taught outside the lecture room, it’s the visits where they can learn from experts 

that makes the learning process more immediate and pleasurable.  We are grateful 

to the Trustees of the Town and Manor of Hungerford for this opportunity. 

 
Andrew Davis , Senior Lecturer in Heritage Property, Game & Deer Management  

 

 

Being Literal 
One anecdote that made me laugh was the time I was called out to catch a couple of 

poachers, who had been spotted fishing from the bank in the Fishermen's car park at 

Lower Denford.  Once notified I, along with a colleague rushed to the scene of 

crime, we parked, and the two young individuals continued fishing, apparently una-

ware of any issue.   

 
When asked what they were doing there, they simply pointed to the sign on the 

tree and said, “we thought it was ok, because we are fishermen, so we are therefore 

allowed to park here and fish”.    
 

I can tell you now these guys weren’t stupid, and were 

certainly trying to pull a fast one, they continued to argue 

their point and finally when told that under no uncertain 

terms could they fish there, they had the cheek to ask us 

where else they could go.  

 
Suffice it to say, they finally left without any fish, and since the incident we have in-

troduced a much bigger sign indicating that it’s a private fishery.  So always remem-

ber signs should always be clear otherwise people will interpret them as they see fit. 


